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Bleach anime characters female

Community content is available under CC-by-SA unless otherwise noted. Bleach is more or less a male-dominated world. However, when it comes to manga it's one of the most inclusive of women, with quite a few formidable women in any race: soul/soul/women. As manga and anime progressed, the audience met more and more powerful women with tremendous abilities, while
people they already knew and loved (like Rukia) became even stronger. Reaching new heights in fencing, hand-to-hand combat, their race skills (such as Kido and Bankai for Shinigami, Resergión for Arancars, etc.), and their personal unique powers, these female fighters show us how to excel on the battlefield! Fans read this list as everywhere eagerly awaiting the anime
adaptation of Thousand Year Blood War Arc (Spoilers Rearing). 10 Bambietta Basterbine-Quincy, Sternrit e-blast It was a tough decision: Bambita fought hard against Giselle Gewelle (Giselle Power Z-Zombie had so much potential), but based on her great fights against captains she won her place. He has normal Quincy powers (e.g. Quincy: Wolsenddig and a soul weapon
appears as a reshi sword), but his special skill is The Explosion. It's hard to fight against or to block, because he just doesn't have to make and then throw Reishi bombs; Instead, whatever his Reishi touches even slightly turns into a bomb and explodes. He destroys large areas and hits low-ranking Shinigami with a click of his fingers. He easily defeats Shinji Hirako, a captain and
visor (though he was seriously injured, not hit), and barely has to defend himself against Hinamori, a lieutenant, until captain Komamura finds a way to turn his potential against him. Candice Catnip 9 - Quincy, Sternriter T - The Thunderbolt Candice was certainly formidable among the most powerful female Quincy and all sterner. He had a short struggle against Kempachi, on
which he came out on top, although it is safe to believe that if they had fought now, he would win; Still, it's scary to deal with some effective and good blows against Kempachi! He also fought Ichigo, dealing some powerful hits and tolerating a lot in return; He easily blocked his Mussuga Tensho and escaped his Mossuga Juzisho, but lost his left hand. Her unique ability is to
generate and project powerful light bolts; With her quincy: Vollständig she grows the lightning bolt feathers that she can separate and use as swords. He was eventually defeated by Baykuya. 8 Nellyil to Odelswank-Arakkar, former 3 Espada East 3 Espada was a formidable force. In his time in Aizen's Arrancar Army, he would fight Nnoitora often and always won, until he secretly
attacked her and threw what she thought was her corpse outside las Noches. She went on as a child Hueco Mundo turned around without memories, until he came back to his original form and developed a lot Nnoitora fought to defend Ichigo after years of brutal inaction. He would have destroyed her, if not inexplicably accurately to return as her child at the wrong moment. Her
release of Zanpakuto (Resurrección), Gamuza, turns her into a centaur and a giant Lance (Lanzador Verde) in her katana. He's also unique — among arrancars — the ability to absorb and double return Cero: Cero Doble. 7 Tier Harribel - Arakkar, former third Asuda and de Facto ruler Huko Mundo as the third Aspada, Harribel was extremely powerful; He easily fought against
captain Hidugaya with his seal Zanpakuto and then when they both released perfectly, his Bankai, Daiguren Hyörinmaru, proved ineffective against his durability and his Resurrección, Tiburon (Shark Empress). He easily continued to fight even after two former lieutenants and visor joined Toshiro to make it a 3-against-1 fight. His tiburn's special skill is water manipulation: he
creates massive waterfall, throws powerful water blasts, and can immediately scorch water temperatures to warm up. While released, his katana turns into a giant, shark-tooth resembling sword. After Aizen's defeat and the death of his two senior Espadas, he became the leader of Hueco Mundo, until Yhwach personally overpowered him. 6 Sanzumaru Shutara-Shinigami, one of
the two female members of the Royal Guard Royal Guard, has enormous strength and very fast and accomplished handwork in Sanzumaru. He easily defeats Nianzol Weizol, a powerful sternite whose special skills have the ability to deflect any attack (even as he can't see people coming), replacing his cloak without him looking with one of his designs that impales him point blank.
He easily sensed out the highest-ranked sternit by making a perfect imitation of the Soul Palace and himself, thus making them believe they killed him, before re-emerging. Nevertheless, she is defeated by them. She possesses six strong prosthetic limbs and has her unique skills to produce, form, and manipulate any kind of fabric with myriad possibilities (e.g. how she killed
Nianzol). His janpututo was not detected. 5 Kirio Hikifune-Shinigami, royal guard Kirio was the captain of the 12th team (currently captained by Masuri) and his invented soul king of artificial soul deems him worthy of joining the Royal Guard. While her Zanpakuto wasn't revealed (it was a point of contention about the Royal Guard for many fans), she possessed an array of
impressive skills: she created what she named a cage of life, an almost indestructible tree cage that's made up of and feeds off Reiatsu, absorbing it's fully Reiatsu-based attacks. He can also produce extensions of the cage out of his body. With her ability to increase food, she boosts any food Cooks who then give power to anyone who eats it above the level they could ever
achieve. 4 Rukia Kuchiki-Shinigami, the captain of the 13th squad here he is! The fan favorite and character who set the plot in motion (except Aizen) by turning Ichigo into a Shinigami. She was also the first bleach character Tite Kubo ever drew. Upon the closure of Manga, she was inaugurated captain of the 13th team, opening her terrific Bankai open 10 years ago, in her fight
against Sternritter Äs Nödt. Rukia's Zanpakuto, Sode not Shirayuki, is said to be the most beautiful in the spirit society and can easily compete against Toshiro as the strongest ice type. She has 5 abilities in Shikai, the first 3 called Dance. She, as the wielder of the sword, can use her sword to reach her body full zero and then extend the frost into a very large area around her;
After the ice crumbles, anything it breaks with it covered. He was the only non-sitting Shinigami (not even a lieutenant at the time) except Ichigo to kill an Espada. 3 Sui-Feng-Shinigami, captain of the second squad and commander of the lower great clan Feng-born Onmitsukido, Sui-Feng was raised as a murderer and fighter since childhood, with the aim of serving the Shihoin
clan and being recruited to Onmissukido. She greatly impressed Yoruichi, becoming her personal bodyguard and mentee. However, after the latter's sudden departure from the Spirit Society, Sui-Feng's feelings were deeply hurt and he cooled down until he reconciled with Yoruichi decades later. He is extremely skilled at Shupo and Hakuda, perhaps only second to Yoruichi. Her
Zanpakuto in Shikai, Suzumebachi, will kill someone touched by it twice in the same place (not necessarily through the same spot). His bankai, Jakuharo Raikoben, is basically a huge missile that will immediately blow up enemies. 2 Yoruichi Shihoin -Shinigemi, former captain of the second squad and commander of the Onmitsukino, the once revered Shihoin clan chief, as well as
the custodian of Sui-Feng (and Byakuya Kuchiki, although he will not accept it), fled decades of the human world before the introduction of Yoruichi manga, which was due to the events currently involved. He was managing Sui-Feng, the current 2nd squad captain, to prevail after 100 years of inaction, until their fight was cut short on the learning of Aizen's betrayal. While we never
see her using her Zanpakuto, she has an impressive and terrific array of combat skills: she's very fast, the best Shunpo master in soul society (giving her adjective Flash Goddess). He's also a Hakuda master, perhaps the greatest in the Spirit Society, and has developed the technique Shunkö, combining hand-to-hand combat with the destructive electric Kido. 1 Retsu Unohana-
Shinigami, captain of 4th squad and former Kempachi and here he is, No 1! this A tough decision, but he fought hard and won. Retsu (meaning violent) Unohana, the late captain of the 4th squad, and former captain of the 11th team; Incredibly powerful, kido and a master of medicine and ... Kempachi for the first time. An absolute master of all the sword-fighting styles in existence,
he was even better than Kempachi Zarki, until he unlocked the total range of his potential. She hid her love of battle for centuries until it came flooding into her last battle with Kempachi, even though series fans across got signs of fear she inspired in others. He was revered by everyone else only for Yamamoto in second place in years as captain. Unfortunately, his Bankai was
never fully revealed, but from his gooey and bloody look, it must have been terrible. Next: 10 reasons why Bleach Shounen jump is the best of the big three's next one-punch man: Author Artemis Tsatsaki (13 published articles) Artemis Tsatsaki is a shonen action series with Ichigo Kurosaki as the 10 strongest characters star at the end of series-related topics about more than
bleach, but this series won't be the same without stellar supporting characters such as Rukia Kuchiki , Uruguay Ishida, and Yasutora Chad Sado. Rukia was the spirit reaper who gave Ichigo his powers and introduced him to the world of zamputo and deadly hollow. Are there any other anime characters like him? There's a lot, and Rukia's biggest fans can find all sorts of cool
characters in similar anime series which her spiritual twin sister is like. Rukia is tough and brave, and she takes no nonsense from her friends or enemies. She has a good heart, though, and she'll risk it all to protect her beloved people. Let us meet ten more anime characters who are just like Rukia Kuchiki. 10 Arisa Uotani (fruit basket) strictly speaking, fruit basket is shojo, not
shonen, but some of its characters will fit quite well into a shonen series, too (like Kyo Sohma, who's always looking for a fight). Arisa Udani was once in a girl gang, but she reformed herself into a good friend and uppermost citizen. Arisa is tough and calm, and she's quick to protect her best friend (and personal savior) Tohru Honda from any damage. He also has a softer side; She
developed strong feelings for the beautiful and mysterious Kureno Sohma. 9 Tomoko Higashika (Jojo's bizarre adventure) Although Tomoko Higaschita had just a small role to play in Diamond is the unbreakable story arc, he was still a different character who raised himself a fine boy. She's the mother of Josuke Higachi, and she has a tough side that rivals her son's. Tomoko
doesn't have a stand of his own, and yet, he's brave enough to stand up to a home intruder and draw a knife at him rather than cower back down or into the corner. She is also kind and gentle to her friends and family and supports her son 100%. 8 Scarlet Scarlet Tail) If Rukia ever met Erza Scarlet, they would immediately become the best of friends. Erza is one of the most
powerful wizards in the Fairy Tail Guild, having the rank of S.S., and he uses special suits of armor to protect himself and get fundamental resistance. Like Rukia, Erza is a master of the sword, and she didn't have the best of childhoods, either. But now, Erza has a new and loving family in her society, and she will fight hard to protect those bonds. He's a no-nonsense fighter with a
huge heart. Maki OJ (Fire Force) is a member of Maki OJ, the 8th company of the next UP Fire Force. He is a former soldier like Lt. Hinava, and he is a second-generation pyrokinetic. Her blazing ability allows her to control the thin fire around her, and she likes to make two adorable but deadly fire spirits in battle. Like Rukia, Maki is a no-nonsense fighter who can punch well
above her weight, but she has her softer side, too. She loves a good romance story, whether in real life or in a book, and she makes sure her fire spirits always look their furry. 6 Kyoka Jiro (My Hero Academies) Kyoka Jiro is a student at elite UA School and may not be the strongest member of Class 1-A, but she gives it her best shot. Kyoka has a strong heart, and she will
bravely do her part to confront the villains and vanquis them. Her tough girl attitude is endearing and works well for her hero image. As for combat abilities, Jiro compensates for her modest physical strength with her formidable Quirk, called Earphone Jack. He can drown enemies with sound waves, or plug his jack into the surface and hear distant enemies to track them. He's a
great supporting hero with some offensive abilities on the side. 5 Tsunade (Naruto) Now it's time for a true powerhouse: Lady Tsunade of Sannin, and 5 hokage of Hidden Leaf Village. He soon appeared after the failed conquest of Orochimaru village, and Naruto and Jiraiya made sure to find him after the third Hokage lost his life in the fight. Tsunade was the third Hokage's worthy
successor. He's deeply kind to his friends and has nerves of steel when facing his enemies, and his punches hit like a freight cart. He also has a bizarre and fun personality that involves a gambling streak (even if he's not good at gambling). 4 Ikumi Mito (Food Wars!) Who doesn't love a good tsundere character? That describes Ikumi Mito, a first year in Totsuki, but there's more to
that than that. Ikumi isn't the attractive student in his year, but he's always ready for a challenge and has a go-getter personality that's contagious. Like Rugia, Ikumi is hard for her enemies and a bit raucous for her friends too, but she cares deeply for them, and she gets a little nervous when her crush, Soma, gets closer. Ikumi her a Lost, then became his trusted friend and
colleague for years to come. 3 Tatsumaki Tatsusky Man) Also known as the whirlwind of terror, Tatsumaki is the second most powerful member of the Whole Hero Association. His abilities are different than that of Rukia; Instead of swords and cold, she is the master of telekinesis, and she can fly around as well. On a more personal level, though, Tatsumaki is, after all, like Rukia,
a beautiful but formidable young woman who will bravely face the forces of evil while being raucous, but ultimately being caring for her colleagues. At least she cares deeply for her sister Fubua who is also a hero. 2 Mikasa Ackerman (Attack on Titan) Here's another cool girl with a cool sword: Mikasa Ackerman, of scouts. He grew up with little, but he was a good friend in both
Eren Yaeger and Armin Arlert. She's hot for her friends (especially Eren) and turns into a fight crazy anytime she's threatened. Mikasa is among the best at what he does, showing off incredible grace, skill, and ruthlessness when the fight begins. If Rukia fans want another cool, dark-haired girl by the sword, they got her. 1 Major General Oliver Armstrong (Fulmetal Alchemist:
Brotherhood) Major General Oliver Armstrong may just be the most fearsome character on this list, but for all the right reasons. Like Erza, Rugia and Mikasa, he has a sword, a ceremonial saber that he takes with her everywhere. With this, he can also challenge Homunkuli. He also has a huge burden: commanding and protecting Fort Briggs like the dam, on the border with the
hostile Drachma Nation. Oliver is unforgiving for friends and enemies alike, but he is an immaculate professional and looks out for his younger brother, burly Alex Armstrong. He may have her rough, but he'll take on someone else who could harm him. Next: Bleach: 5 things Rukia can do that Orihime can't (and vice versa) next Naruto: 5 ninja who can be a great Kage (and 5 who
can't handle it) related topics about author Louis Kemner (published 1482 article) more than Louis Kemner Kemner
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